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(Participant, nanx) Well we won't need to worry about you know just the American Indian will we 0 That's all we'll have to worry about*
(Participant, ladyi) We put that on our first application.
Mr. ClementI -It's.*it's in your first..
(Participant, raani) And it'll probably practically the same.
Mr. Clementi

Now then on this next page. Additions to Housing Stdcko

If

there's been any new dwellings built in recent years^ since the approval of ''
the other application.

This goes in here and then any units that have been

Tint

•

destroyed or taken off of the Housing supplies.

Now in the^next paragraphs

l i s t the numbers that have been remdved from supplies.

And then in t h i s next

one here, just a general statement as to the condition of° housing in the area
whether i t ' s improved or whether or not i t ' s going down. 'Condition of the :,
9

*

housing is gradually becoming more and more up..capital funds for people.
(Participant, mani)

I think that would b'e. I think it's gonna grow worse, all •

the time.
(Mr. ?i) Yeah,

"
I think it usually is classed that way, uh-huho '

. ' "

(Participant, mana) You go out there i>elow right,Willie Salyer's place there.
Take .a picture of that old log cabin out there.

(Laughter.)

like it was.ten years ago.

It's not anything*
.

v

.,'

(Mr. ?i) And of course the changes in vacancy situations. You may not have
* .
*V
anything to put in there.
'
•

'

(Participant, mani)

.

'

•

"

•

I don't think it's. We would

"

.'

.

•

(Mr. ?») If there are vacancies in the area and you know about 'em0 Well
estimate the number of 'if vacancies are less now than they were say five years
ago, well make a statement; in there about that.

If there are no vacancies in

the area if you don't have enough hpusing in the area well make a statement
about that. And then this paragraph 4 down here.

It's just kind of a coverall

paragraph, tell anything that may not have been mentioned before about housing

